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History and Future of the Georgetown Steam Plant
2017

THE GEORGETOWN STEAM PLANT is a National Historic Landmark and a 
Seattle landmark. It was built between the years of 1906 and 1907 by 
Boston-based Stone & Webster, a conglomerate which held a dominant 
position in electricity generation and public transportation in the Seattle area 
during the early years of the twentieth century. Its first years of operation 
provided the power to run multiple electric streetcar lines in the rapidly 
growing city. 

The plant was designed and erected under the supervision of Frank B. Gilbreth, 
head of a contracting and building firm with projects spanning the U.S. He and 
his wife, Lillian Moller Gilbreth, were major innovators in the areas of scientific 
management, time and motion studies and workplace efficiencies, shaping many 
modern practices which still benefit business owners and employees. In 1948, 
two of the couple's 12 children wrote a book, Cheaper by the Dozen, which was 
subsequently made into a movie starring Clifton Webb and Myrna Loy and 
humorously chronicled the family's busy, yet efficiently run, life.

The Georgetown Steam Plant was originally designed as a steel frame structure 
with brick curtain walls. However, a long wait time for those materials, coupled 
with the 1906 earthquake and fire in San Francisco, allowed Gilbreth to employ 
his innovative expertise in reinforced concrete designs. A new method at the 
time, the development of reinforced concrete effectively addressed the structural 
vulnerabilities of wood frame and brick buildings. The Georgetown Steam Plant 
is one of the first such buildings constructed on the West Coast.

From the beginning, the plant's primary role was to supplement and back-up the 
output of existing and planned hydroelectric plants that supplied the majority of 
power to the Northwest. While the availability of hydro resources resulted in only 
short periods of power production runs, the Georgetown Steam Plant marks the 
beginning of steam turbine technology that is still in use today. 
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Major Dates and Milestones

 

1889 – Seattle’s first electrical railway systems
1906 – Design and construction of GTSP begins
1907 – Plant generates energy for the first time
1912 – Consolidation of Seattle Electric Company with five other 
   regional utilities
1917 – Duwamish rechanneled, pump house built one mile southwest of plant
1928 – Boeing field built
1930 – Plant begins serving as back-up power generator only
1951 – Seattle City Light acquires plant along with all other Puget Power Seattle 
   properties
1953 – Last power production run. Maintenance continues for back-up
  generation until 1977
1977 – Seattle City Light discontinues listing GTSP as a back-up generation
  resource and initiated internal surplus property review
1979 – Listed on the National Register of Historic Places
1980 – Designated a National Historical Mechanical Engineering Landmark
1981–  City Light and the Department of Community Development send joint 
  recommendations to Mayor Charles Royer for interpretive center or  
  museum use and pursue sponsorship/support by other organizations
1982 – City Light contracts for an independently prepared marketing and 
   feasibility report
1983 – Mayor Royer convenes advisory group to determine potential uses
  of the plant
1984 – Becomes Seattle Landmark and National Historic Landmark
1984 – Non-profit Friends of the Georgetown Steam Plant forms and 
  incorporates in 1986 with plans to develop a museum at the plant 
1987 – Per Ordinance 113685, a five-year Lease/Purchase Option to 
  the Friends is approved. The non-profit dissolves before the lease expires
1994 – The Georgetown PowerPlant Museum organization is formed
1995 – The Georgetown PowerPlant Museum obtains a temporary use permit 
   for museum
2012 – City Light initiates changes leading to a discontinuation of the permit in  
  2014 and begins City Light tours and programs
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THE GEORGETOWN STEAM PLANT ADVISORY COMMITTEE was formed as an outside and 
independent group representing a breadth of relevant expertise including non-profit 
management, operations and financing of museums and institutions, historic preservation, 
local government, community engagement, urban planning, neighborhood business, the arts,
and history. 

The committee wishes to advise Seattle City Light on the best ways to restore the building for 
diverse public access, transition its management to an economically self-supporting model of 
operation and preserve the historic integrity of a nationally significant landmark. 

The 16-person committee convened over 10 meetings beginning in April of 2016, examining 
current and speculative aspects of the facility’s potential to become an economically
self-sustaining heritage and tourism venue serving the public and supporting the mission 
of Seattle City Light.

Georgetown Steam Plant Advisory Committee 2016/2017

Charles Beall, Superintendent, Seattle Area National Park Sites, National Park Service 

Paula Becker, Staff Historian, HistoryLink 

John Bennett, Owner, John Bennett Properties 
 
Lath Carlson, Executive Director, Living Computer Museum
 
Hank Florence, Historical Architect, National Parks Service (retired January 2017)

Laurie Haag, Vice President/COO, Museum of Flight

Lendy Hensley, Owner, City Catering 

Sarah Kavage, Artist and Urban Planner 

Kji Kelly, Executive Director, Historic Seattle 

Larry Kreisman, Program Director, Historic Seattle

Jennifer Meisner, Historic Preservation Officer, King County 

Jennifer Mortensen, Preservation Services Coordinator, Washington Trust for Historic Preservation 

Charlie Rathbun, Arts Programs Manager, 4Culture 

Matthew Richter, Cultural Spaces Liaison, Seattle Office of Arts and Culture 

Elizabeth Stewart, Ph.D, Director, Renton History Museum 

David Unger, Ph.D, Director of Curatorial Services, Museum of History and Industry 
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Seattle City Light Staff
Environment, Land and Licensing Business Unit

Lynn Best, Ph.D, Chief Environmental Officer 
Julianna Ross, Sr. Community Program Developer, Committee Liaison 

Meg Andres, Administrative Specialist 
Michael Aronowitz, Sr. Environmental Analyst 
Tim Croll, Strategic Advisor
Laurie Geissinger, Strategic Advisor
Cierra Holland, Business Unit Adminstrator
Rebecca Ossa, Historic Preservation Specialist 

Other City of Seattle Advisors

AJ Cari, Business Finance Specialist, Office of Economic Development
Kenny Pittman, Sr. Policy Advisor, Office of Intergovernmental Relations
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As an engineering student, this is incredible! It’s 
kept in great condition. – Alexis, Seattle

Awesome!! One of a kind! Tour guides fantastic!
          – Barbara, Redmond

Fascinating tour, good job! A building worth 
saving and celebrating. – Chris and Ken, Seattle

Courtesy the Library of Congress
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The following report represents the work of the Georgetown Steam Plant Advisory Committee, an independent 
group of private neighborhood property and business owners, City and County employees, heritage, museum, 
tourism, and preservation professionals who volunteered their time between April 2016 and June 2017 to
envision and articulate a viable and sustainable path forward for this important national resource. The plant is a 
National Historic Landmark, a National Historical Mechanical Engineering Landmark, a City of Seattle
Landmark, and is also listed on the National Register of Historic Places.  

Seattle City Light is to be commended for the time and effort paid to date to preserve, invest in, and protect this 
highly decorated and incredibly notable property. The plant is a diamond in the rough, an unpolished, yet 
completely preserved showcase for inspirational storytelling using the history of the building, its equipment, 
location and personal narratives. With continued commitment to the vision articulated within this report,
City Light will enable the property to serve the public in many ways while helping build a creative, 
financially self-sustaining and meaningful future.   

To all those passionate about expression, exploration, and innovation, the plant provides incredible
opportunity for discovery, thought, creativity, and learning. Preserving and turning the property into a 
self-sustaining center for STEAM education—Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics—
will bring even greater national attention and respect to City Light for demonstrated leadership and creative, 
community-based thinking. 

In fact, the community has already shown a strong propensity to support and actively participate in a wide 
variety of programming hosted by the plant as cataloged in this report. This active and diverse use over a short 
amount of time has inspired the Advisory Committee to contemplate, explore, and articulate an operating model 
based upon a diverse building use, generating consistent revenue, managed by a singularly focused
operations and rental management team. 

Not surprisingly there are challenges and costs associated with adaptively re-using and changing a
110-year-old industrial property into a public assembly space dedicated to Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Arts, and Mathematics. The plant needs additional investment to realize its tremendous potential.  To preserve 
this exceptional facility, City Light has already undertaken important restoration and repair projects. Additional 
improvements will expand public access and create amenities which will increase diverse use and transform the 
property into a self-sustaining, fully functioning, and actively used site. The Advisory Committee emphasizes 
continued Seattle City Light investment to implement the findings of this report. 

Finally, given the loss of the original access on 13th Avenue S., the importance of alternate road access provided 
by King County International Airport cannot be overstated. The potential of the plant to become an important 
regional cultural center will be impossible without this change. Further specific recommendations are found 
throughout this report and on the following page. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SEPTEMBER 2017
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The Advisory Committee requests that Seattle City Light strongly consider taking the following near-term, 
next steps to not only protect their investment but to fully activate this important historic resource:  

1) Retain the services of an architect to design a project which continues restoration of the plant and improves 
the usability and safety of the facility within historic preservation values, while allowing for necessary 
amenities which accommodate the wide variety of proposed uses detailed in this report.

2) In order to understand the needs of the proposed uses, distill the current Advisory Committee down to a 
smaller planning committee. In addition, assemble a cross-section of recent building users to assist the
architect in a scope of work which enables maximum program development. 

3) Engage with an existing non-profit or form a new non-profit and a.) enter into a Memorandum of 
Understanding highlighting project goals, roles, and responsibilities of each project partner, b.) create an 
operational management agreement based upon the terms set forth in the Memorandum of Understanding 
and, c.) enter into a long-term lease with the non-profit partner. 

City Light has done an impressive job of preserving the Georgetown Steam Plant. Through your efforts, the 
property is now poised to take the next step and write the next chapter of its storied history. The Advisory 
Committee is proud to offer the following, more detailed, recommendations for your consideration. 

 Kji Kelly      Elizabeth Stewart
 Advisory Committee Co-Chair    Advsiory Committee Co-Chair 
 Historic Seattle      Renton History Museum  
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The Georgetown Steam Plant is a surprisingly complete and 
still operable steam power plant after a career of nearly 
seventy-five years. It marks the beginning of the end of the
reciprocating steam engine's domination in the growing field 
of electrical energy generation for lighting and power. The 
plant's three Curtis turbines, manufactured by the General 
Electric Company between 1907 and 1917, represent the first 
two generations of this American innovation. 

The preservation of the Georgetown Steam Plant is a tribute 
to the City of Seattle and its City Light Department.

from designation as a National Historic Mechanical 
Engineering Landmark by the ASME
(American Society of Mechanical Engineers), May 7, 1980,
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1.) PROGRAMMING
SITUATED AS IT IS at the nexus of technological innovation and U.S. and Seattle history, the 
Georgetown Steam Plant serves as continuous inspiration to students, technologists, 
photographers, historians, and artists, as evidenced by their persistent use of the space, 
especially since 1995. The public enjoys the results of these collaborations through free 
performances, art experiences, and the ability to learn from the building’s intact equipment and 
unique history. 

It is a rare venue that holds a natural attraction to people of all ages for many different reasons and 
propagates new knowledge and inspiration among all who visit. 

As the building’s owner and legal steward, Seattle City Light has taken significant steps in recent 
years to address conditions that have been obstacles to long-term preservation of the plant and its 
optimal public use. At the same time, the creative efforts of a host of volunteers, arts, history, and 
professional organizations and individuals has resulted in a stronger, more diverse constituency and 
vision for the future. 

The plant exemplifies City Light’s leadership in the movement to repurpose early 20th-century 
power for a carbon-neutral, innovation-positive future. Preservation of the building represents
Seattle’s recognition of the plant as an irreplicable monument to industry and innovation. We 
envision the plant’s programs will acknowledge the role of creativity in advancing solutions to
current and future challenges for generations of visitors.

   Thank you City Light for opening the space. It was            great to see live art in the space! 
                          – Shane and Elizabeth, Seattle

© City Arts Online9



   Thank you City Light for opening the space. It was            great to see live art in the space! 
                          – Shane and Elizabeth, Seattle

Events to Date
The following catalog reflects ongoing work and programs at the plant, as well as related efforts by 
others. Over just 300 hours of access during the past two years, approximately 5,000 people have 
visited the plant, often in conjunction with one or more of the following:

Open Houses and Guided Tours: Hosted by City Light with 
volunteer tour guides, the plant has been open to the public from
10 a.m.-2 p.m. every second Saturday of the month since
October 2014, attracting an average of 180 attendees 
per open house, and often more. 

A hobbyist club of retirees comes every month to set up 
an assortment of miniature model steam engines, enjoy 
social time, and share their knowledge with youth and 
others. 

Guided tours cover the history of the plant and how it 
relates to the larger story of the growth of Seattle and 
City Light’s contributions to civic life. Visitor log 
comments show consistent and strong enthusiasm for 
City Light’s stewardship, the building and the tours, 
“Thank you for opening up this space!” 
“My favorite building in Seattle!” “AWESOME.” 

Also remarkable are the number of repeat visitors and the fact 
they hail from all over the region, from Friday Harbor to 
Tacoma, Puyallup to Sammamish and beyond. Acceptance of small 
cash donations began in late 2015 and average $160.00
per Saturday.
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Private Group Tours: Available by appointment to public schools, educational institutions, 
professional organizations and non-profits, groups of up to 30 people may tour the plant on
weekdays depending on staff availability.

Examples of groups touring the plant include Historic Seattle, University of Washington Schools of 
Engineering and Architecture, Society for Industrial Archaeology, Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Power and Energy Society, IEEE Industrial Applications Society, 
University of Nevada, Reno, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Museum of Flight Aerospace 
Camp Experience/Power and Propulsion, the Art Institute of Seattle, and several senior centers
including the Des Moines Senior Center and the City of SeaTac Senior Program.  

Except for public school tours, a per person fee of $10 has been implemented beginning in 2017 for 
tours scheduled outside of the regular open houses. 

Seattle is known for high tech - this is an 
important place that represents a period in the 
history of science and technology - a very 
important landmark.  – Kay, Minneapolis

Vocational Training: The site is occasionally used during the open house hours by an
instructor and students for their boiler operator classes through South Seattle College. They
emphasize that the plant is an important and entirely unique resource. The historical equipment in 
place (in situ) is uncovered, unlike more modern facilities and equipment. This makes the plant an 
invaluable teaching resource as there is nowhere else students and tradespersons can enjoy this 
same degree of exposure to the mechanics and theory of their trade. Having a portion of the
equipment able to run for demonstration is key to maximizing the revenue potential of 
this category.
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Artist David Kane  
Duwamish Residency 2014 

Arts Programming: A rich mix of visual and performance artworks have been taking place, 
building on a history of special events and art installations by City Light and others. Recent 
programs have been initiated in partnership with the Duwamish community, King County,  
the commercial art world, and individuals.   

Duwamish Residency program – A recurrent 
residency of local artists focusing on the Duwamish River 
and its surrounding environment. Over two day periods, 
visual artists were given access to the plant in 2013, 2014 
and 2016. Resulting artworks have been shown at King 
County 4Culture’s gallery in Pioneer Square.

4Culture’s Site Specific and Tech Specific
Programs – These county-wide grant programs fund 
artworks matched with historic sites to interpret history 
through site specific art and performance and/or 
encourage the innovative use of technology in the
creation and presentation of original works in partnership 
with public and private facilities. The plant became a host 
site beginning 2015 and will welcome a new Tech Specific 
presentation this fall.

Duwamish Revealed Project – Sponsored by 
Environmental Coalition of South Seattle (ECOSS), this 
four month, multi-site installation and performance series 
engaged artists, their work, and the public by creating
site-specific work about the Duwamish River area, 
including the plant. 

City Light, as a 4Culture Site Specific site steward
(noted above), hosted an original dance work, 
Study of Time and Motion, by Tia Kramer and 
Tamin Totzke as part of Duwamish Revealed. The piece, 
created and first performed in the plant, merited sold out 
shows September – November 2015. The project
generated a video and two performances at the Henry
Art Gallery which built on the project.  

Second visit - great place to sketch. Love having 
the music! – Gretchen, Redmond

connect/reposition, Study of Time & 
Motion. Original choreography, Tia 
Kramer and Tamin Totzke
photo © Bruce Clayton Tom

photo © Juliet Shen
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Commercial Video – Examples include 
a performance by the Whim W’him dance 
company, led by former principal dancer of 
Pacific Northwest Ballet and a promotional 
yoga video produced by Cody, Inc., a local 
small business.

Concerts and Recordings – The plant has been the 
location of several performances and recording sessions 
ranging from punk rock (Big Black’s final show in 1987)
to classical (an original piece for brass clarinet by local 
composer Nat Evans in 2014). The public enjoyed 
additional musical performances during several second 
Saturday Open Houses in 2016 including a site-specific 
work for brass, electronics and additional sound
implements, a chamber ensemble and a choral
performance.

Film and Photography – Professional and 
amateur photographers are drawn to the plant 
and create images that are used in many formats 
and venues, from gallery shows to album covers. 
The City of Seattle’s Office of Film and
Music within the Office of Economic 
Development (OED), and the state film office, 
include the plant on a list recommended
locations to producers. The OED actively 
promotes the film industry as a means of 
economic development and the plant receives
regular and repeat requests from filmmakers and 
crews. Due to the 2003 City of Seattle ordinance 121317, film crews may use publicly owned 
facilities for a $25/day permit fee paid to the Office of Film and Music and no other venue 
rental fees may be collected except actual costs for damage should it occur. 
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Theater – ARTBARN, a nationally recognized
theater program producing one-time, site-specific 
performance events, and its collaborator, the local 
Satori Group, developed an immersive theater 
piece in 2016 which also played to sold out 
audiences. Their production, We Remain Prepared, 
was critically reviewed in The Seattle Times and was 
inspired by the history of the plant and Frank and 
Lillian Gilbreth, who played an instrumental role 
in construction of the plant and are credited with 
many work place efficiencies and industrial 
innovations still relevant today.

I love this place! A national treasure in Seattle.
          – Lacey, Seattle

Festivals – January 2017 featured a 12-hour 
festival of light, sound and movement titled 
CORRIDOR, produced by a group of Georgetown artists 
under the moniker, Elevator. Funded in part by 4Culture, 
the festival included 25 artists creating installations, 
video projections, dance, and music around the theme 
of light. Many other ideas have been proposed by artists 
for future consideration.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Committee discussions about potential future programming at the plant fell into two broad 
categories, Educational and Arts, Culture and Community. These areas of focus are mutually
supportive and overlapping, with great potential to leverage and build on one another. 

The current and future programming has revenue generating potential which can contribute to 
economically sustainable operations. 

The degree of interest from both old and young presents the opportunity to create
intergenerational programming. Educational opportunities abound in relation to Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math (STEAM) as well as national, regional, and local history, 
including the environmental history of the Duwamish River and the surrounding 
Georgetown neighborhood.  

Planning for the future is the time to incorporate strategies and tactics which support the City 
of Seattle’s Race and Social Justice Initiative (RSJI). The plant holds great potential to evolve 
new participant groups in STEAM-related learning and trades curriculum and also
expose diverse communities to the arts and science in unique ways. 
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IN DEVELOPING PROGRAMMING RECOMMENDATIONS, the committee looked at past 
programming successes, as well as examples at a local, regional and national level. The
following ideas are supported by the plant’s historical use over the past several years, have 
revenue-generating potential, and capitalize on the plant’s special attributes of place, history,
and equipment.

Again, the incredibly unique and intact environment of the plant coupled with the variety of
innovative uses it inspires makes it a perfect facility from which to operate around the
concept of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math, or STEAM. This educational approach to 
learning guides student inquiry, dialogue, and critical thinking. The end result is new opportunities 
for experiential learning, problem-solving, and working through creative processes, all critical skills 
for future innovators, educators, leaders, and learners of the 21st century.

Educational Programming Recommendations

Tours – In addition to the current general history tours offered by City 
Light staff and volunteers, we see a demand for subject-based tours which 
focus on specific audiences and interests such as Seattle and 
Georgetown history, the Duwamish River history/ecosystem, 
architectural and industrial history, technical explorations of the 
equipment and engineering, and the history of electricity and City Light. 
Trained staff, docents, and outside instructors can accommodate field trips, 
day camps and classes with admission and/or rental fees. 

Interpretation – The use of new
technologies will be a boon to the plant 
as they supersede the need to install 
plaques and signage in the already 
visually stimulating environment. The 
interior of the plant is held to historic 
preservation standards and the reasons 
for this should not be compromised. New 
and emerging technologies also provide 
interpretation for self-guided learning 
opportunities and more equitable access 
to areas of the plant not available to the 
physically handicapped.
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Training – The historic equipment of the plant provides a rare chance for people in the trades to see 
what has been called “technology 
unhidden.” We believe the plant has the 
potential to serve as a technical training center for 
green jobs and the boiler/operator trades. 
This kind of activity also has the potential to
involve community youth organizations like the 
Duwamish Valley Youth Corps. It will be 
advantageous to work toward getting some of the 
equipment running for demonstration 
purposes. This can involve contracting with
qualified persons to manage apprenticeship 
opportunities and recruitment into the trades, 
while ensuring the plant retains the ability to
maintain and operate parts of the equipment. 

 

 Partnerships – The educational and interpretive aspects of the plant present 
 numerous opportunities to partner with local, regional, and even international organizations. 
 Joint ventures and programming should be nurtured with MOHAI, Museum of Flight, Seattle   
 Public Schools, Friends of Georgetown History, National Park Service, and the Smithsonian. We   
 recommend pursuing collaborations through the hosting of temporary exhibits or open
 storage of related models and equipment, possibly including presentations by experts under   
  the partner organization’s auspices. The plant can also seek partnerships which allow     
 the facility to focus on STEAM-related programs and national, regional, and local history. One of   
 the most consistent partners for the plant will invariably be the community, and as a venue, the   
 plant can forge new connections through STEAM meet-ups, STEAM Maker events, and
 inventor shows.
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Arts Activation – Working in partnership with the Seattle Office of Arts and Culture, 4Culture 
and other regional arts organizations, the potential of arts programming in the plant is limited only 
by the imagination of staff and outside artists, musicians, technologists, makers, scientists,
educators and grant-funders.  

We envision a future that includes theater, dance,
music, visual, and multi-media offerings attracting 
new and established audiences. Allowing artists the 
opportunity to access, research, explore and interpret 
the plant creatively will provide unique interpretive 
opportunities and contribute to educational offerings 
through tours and camps and the outcome of artist
residencies. 

The plant is especially engaging for site specific works 
because of the broader context in which it exists. It 
offers an important opportunity to connect to larger 
historical and environmental themes while more tightly 
weaving the plant itself into the fabric of the city as a 
great historic asset. Artistic and creative interpretive events using theatrical vignettes add yet 
another layer of creativity and increases accessibility to the plant’s history.

 
• Create a programming sub-committee, including those
   interested from the current advisory committee and others, 
   to help develop processes through which to solicit and
   evaluate proposals for arts programs in the plant. The 
   committee should include members from the neighborhood
   as well as traditionally marginalized communities. 

• Favor proposals which provide an interpretive element 
   regarding the plant’s history, historical significance,
   and those that explore the plant’s connection to the ecology
   of the river, land and overall environmental context. 

• Task sub-committee with exploring the use of  the City of 
   Seattle’s 1% for Art program for programming and/or
   installations at the plant.

• Continue taking specific steps to ground the plant’s future in 
   racial and economic equity by promoting open houses and  
   arts events to non-traditional media outlets and contribute   
   to the City of Seattle’s Equity and Environment Agenda.

Arts, Culture and Community Programming 
 Recommendations

Near-term Recommendations
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Culture and Community – Sited in the heart of the
creative Georgetown neighborhood, the plant is a natural and 
much desired space for all kinds of community
engagement including oral history projects, garden shows, craft 
fairs, and outdoor movie nights and offers the
opportunity to build partnerships with local and
neighborhood organizations. We encourage any entity
running the facility to consider these connections and how to 
best manage sustainable operations with equitable
public access.

 
• Consider supporting the formation of a “Friends of the
   Georgetown Steam Plant” group to advise on types of 
   activities and appropriate fees to support them. 
   Collaborate on a shared mission statement to establish a
   stronger connection to the surrounding neighborhoods 
 and involve people from diverse socio-economic groups.

Film and Economic Development – Per Seattle 
Municipal Code, the City incentivizes film production by 
offering $25/day film permits for filming on all City
property including the Georgetown Steam Plant. This low
fee structure helps the City support the growth and
sustainability of the local film industry and is a key
component of the City’s investment in supporting the film
industry. Though film production in the plant does not
currently generate revenue, it employs local talent and 
skilled labor with family wage jobs while exposing the plant 
in a favorable manner to new audiences and collaborations. 

• Allow continued film production to local filmmakers on
   a case-by-case basis as staff time and construction
   schedules allow.
 
• With Seattle’s Office of Film + Music, explore the
   possibility of allowing use of the facility for occasional
   film training purposes. This training would teach and possibly
   certify filmmakers how to manage unique aspects of 
   shooting in sensitive environments, thereby providing a 
   service to other area facilities and setting new standards for film production in Seattle.

Near-term Recommendations

Near-term Recommendations
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Special Events and Venue Rentals – In addition to the committee, approximately 20 event 
planners and heritage tourism professionals have toured the plant over the past year, unanimously 
finding it full of potential. They envision an occupancy of 1,000 people once the plant’s core and 
shell rehabilitation is complete, including outdoor areas, and the ability to host corporate and
private events. They suggest that special events will contribute a healthy percentage of the
operating budget in the plant’s future. More details are provided in the financial projections. 

• Progress on improving egress and making structural improvements to the Ash Room.
• Explore developing policies which may allow a small number of private special events under 
   current restrictions.

THE PHYSICAL ATTRIBUTES OF THE PLANT offer unique opportunities unavailable almost 
anywhere else. Visionary performers and creators are already recognizing these opportunities and 
bringing City Light their plans and ideas. It remains for the owner/operator of the plant to harness 
these opportunities as sustainable sources of earned income, as well as occasions for
community engagement, education, innovation and creativity. 

Near-term Recommendations

© KOMO News
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Incredible place with much historical and 
community value. – Dan, Shoreline

2.) FACILITY
Now celebrating its 110th year, the plant has significant needs befitting its age. As the legal owner 
and steward of the building, City Light has undertaken many restoration and repair 
projects to preserve this exceptional facility and expand public access. Most of the projects City 
Light undertakes address the all-important safety and integrity of the building’s core and shell. 

Current Building and Site Conditions  

 2012 — Soil remediation completed in coordination with State Department of Ecology.  
 2012 — BOLA Architecture hired to compile historic structures report (HSR).
 2013 — City Light engaged leading expert in restoration of historic concrete.  
 2014 — Four-year project to restore and rehabilitate 175 original wood doors and
     windows began with the National Parks Service. Expected completion
     summer 2018.
 2014 — Interior lead and asbestos abatement and encapsulation completed 2014 in  
     publicly accessible spaces.
 2014 — Installed new code-compliant light switches (adjacent to vintage 
     knife switches). 
 2015 — Space heaters installed in 2015 and hooked up in 2016 to maintain regular
     temperature and protect concrete.
 2015 — Safety rails designed and produced in-house and installed throughout.
 2015 — City Light and King County sign MOA to design new public access to the plant.
  2016 — Concrete “sounding” diagnostic completed. This is the first step for complete  
     repair of exterior concrete walls.
 2016 — City Light awarded $100K from King County’s recent Building for Culture grant,  
     to be directed at implementing exterior concrete repairs on the south elevation.
 2016 — City Light recommended as priority #19 of 35 projects for $750K from 
     Washington State’s Heritage Capital Project Fund, to be directed at 
     implementing exterior concrete  repairs. Final award announcements pending  
     passage of capital budget. 
 2017 — New roof being installed 2017-2018.
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Please preserve this amazing history resource!   
         – Judy, Lynnwood

Facility Strengths 
The plant has undeniable appeal to diverse audiences and is widely considered a civil, mechanical 
and electrical engineering masterpiece. It is also one of the only places like it in existence,
especially with its original equipment intact. 

The building is a direct representation of Seattle and Georgetown history, Seattle’s aspirations as a 
world-class city, the Gilbreths, and early energy generation. To those passionate about engineering 
and technology, the equipment presents a paradise of discovery, thought and learning. Artists 
continue to reinterpret the threads of history and technology into varied works presented to the 
public and other simply revel in the chance to enjoy a building of such unique historical 
significance. The plant also plays a role in a positive public image for City Light, as evidenced by 
the hundreds of documented comments from visitors across the region. 

Facility Challenges
Since the plant was built long before modern safety codes, the committee recognizes
challenges which, left unaddressed, will impede operating regular public programs. In many cases 
the elements which make the plant less accessible and safe are also what makes it so unique and 
fascinating and contribute directly to its historic landmark status. Usability and safety of the
building can be improved in a manner consistent with historic preservation requirements. Creative
activities and videos can be employed to offer engaging interpretive experiences for visitors
regardless of their physical abilities.
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Having been designed for industrial work in the early 20th century, the plant has some
hazardous egress paths. At least two paths of egress are currently not as clear as they could be
due to needed repairs to doors, wall, or floor. Trip hazards exist and, like the catwalk and stairs
mentioned above, offer equal parts danger and charm. For example, ADA access to the upstairs
boiler room will always be compromised because the sole route of access is a catwalk and steep 
stairwells. 

The facility’s location next to King County International Airport also presents some challenges, but 
ones that can be addressed. Airplane noise may impact the building’s ability to host certain types 
of events (weddings and keynote addresses for example). Conversely, visitors experience the thrill 
of seeing planes of many types take off and land and event planners specifically mention the
public’s desire for an “airport experience.”  

The current lack of an access corridor that provides line-of-sight visibility from Ellis Avenue S. 
makes it difficult for visitors to find the plant and creates other limitations. This issue is being 
worked on by the City and the County and an inter-agency agreement on a plan and
construction of improved access is imperative to the future success of this facility and its ability to 
serve the public. Improving access is key to increased visibility, the visitor experience, building 
visitation numbers and attracting and securing viable partnerships for programs and operations. 

Finally, pedestrian safety is a continual challenge in the Georgetown neighborhood, and it is
difficult for vehicles and pedestrians to navigate the entrance in its current state. This
undermines the plant’s connection to the street network and to the adjacent Georgetown
business district. Between construction of the new access road and continued political
advocacy from the Georgetown community, it is hoped further traffic improvements will be
forthcoming in the general area which will benefit both the at-large community and visitors 
to the plant. 
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Stewardship and Capital Improvements to Date

City Light took an important step toward
restoration of the Georgetown Steam Plant in 
2012 when it contracted with BOLA 
Architecture + Planning for both a Historic 
Structure Report (HSR) and a Cultural
Landscape Report (CLR). These necessary
documents guide current and future decisions 
about preservation priorities and 
building uses.  

This initial step has enabled City Light to move 
forward with several projects vital to 
preserving the core and shell of the plant, 
including contracting with the National Park 
Service to restore all the wooden doors
and windows. 

Small space heaters have been installed to maintain a minimum temperature in the 
building, reducing harm to the concrete. Security improvements are planned. 

Two large components of the plant’s full restoration are in the works including a complete roof 
replacement. Restoration of the exterior concrete is also pending and a grant award of $100K from 
4Culture (Building for Culture) and the recommendation of $750K from Washington State 
Historcal Society (Heritage Capital Projects Fund) validate the importance of the plant as one of just 
two dozen National Historic Landmarks in Washington state.  

The road access relocation negotiations represent even more progress which is critical to the plant’s 
ability to become an economically self-sustaining facility. 

City Light harnesses a unique combination of funding sources to accomplish restoration 
projects for the plant, including environmental cleanup and mitigation monies, grants, and capital 
improvement and facilities maintenance funds. 
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Site Access 
Use of the original access road to the plant, via vacated 13th Avenue S., was restricted in 2000 due 
to security concerns of King County International Airport and other considerations. Closure of this 
road for access to the steam plant had impacts which resulted in a period of identifying alternatives 
and consultation among concerned parties, finally leading to an agreement between City Light and 
King County to actively pursue alternative access from Ellis Avenue in 2015. 

The Agreement Between King County and the City of Seattle for Georgetown Steam Plant Access 
Relocation and Construction Project - Design Phase, July 2015 covers the cost of preparing 100% 
engineering plans for a new public access road and view corridor via a permanent public easement 
from Ellis Avenue. The plans are based on a concept level plan worked on by both agencies and 
supported by the committee. Engineering design has progressed to 60% with SEPA review and fur-
ther consultation proceeding (see Appendix D plan schematic and letter of support). 

Negotiations for the new public easement and a construction phase agreement are underway. 
The goal is to reach 100% plan approval plus signature of the construction phase agreement by fall 
of 2017 and begin construction of access improvements in spring 2018. 

Zoning
The Georgetown Steam Plant is approximately 20,000 square feet in size and zoned General 
Industrial 2 (IG2) which is compatible with proposed future uses of the building. Per the City of 
Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections, a museum use of this building would be 
unlimited in its permitted square footage. Were a restaurant to be considered, it would be limited 
to 5,000 square feet. Retail use, like a museum gift shop, is also permitted, up to 25,000 square feet.  

The property is adequate to also accommodate an accessory building or other amenities (see
future directions below).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The building and grounds of the steam plant offer the potential to incorporate additional amenities which 
would make the facility more accessible, creating a unique destination for education, technology, arts and 
community activities. These improvements also allow the plant to bring in additional revenue. New ADA 
restrooms, an elevator and an outbuilding designed to serve as a conference/event center are all worthy of 
future consideration. 

Fascinating tour, good job! A building worth saving 
and celebrating. – Chris and Ken, Seattle
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Facility Recommendations
Safety and Egress – To facilitate continued public access, priority should be given to 
permissible modifications which contribute to more standard safety egress, starting with fixing 
things that are broken (doors and floors) and moving on to things needing to be installed 
(like exit signs and sprinklers). Clear policies regarding permissible occupancy and uses should be 
created based on current conditions and updated as necessary.

Housekeeping and Preservation – Perhaps working with UW Museology graduate
students, develop an interpretive plan to begin defining and implementing proper 
housekeeping maintenance, including instructions for products and application methods for 
cleaning furniture, floors, walls and other surfaces. Expand stewardship to address issues like
peeling paint and rust. Make the downstairs restroom operable. 

The committee feels strongly that the interior of the plant should be let to speak for itself and that 
future operations should not depend on interpretive signage. Leave the equipment areas of the 
plant as-is to the extent possible and when faced with decisions, opt for actions that are reversible, 
or that contribute to a more valuable experience for visitors by using plexiglas
instead of plywood, for example. 

Operable Demonstration Equipment – Progress on getting some of the equipment 
running again for demonstration purposes, which will expand the plant’s appeal to diverse 
audiences and possibly test programs that train the trades, like South Seattle Community 
College’s boiler operator classes.

Fascinating to 
see the historical 
workings of this 
important piece 
of history.
 – Eric, Seattle
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3.) OPERATIONS
OVER THE COURSE OF OUR meetings, the committee considered different management 
models and how they might or might not succeed in opening the plant to significantly more public 
access and use, while affording the costs of ongoing programming, operations, staffing, and
building maintenance. As questions about necessary capital improvements, zoning and road access 
were answered, input from the nearby community was also considered. 

The degree of passion and interest the plant generates among diverse groups is a unique strength 
of the plant as a venue for arts, technology and history. The many facets of the plant’s 
influence, from education to arts, technology to trades, creates a broad base of supporters and 
ideally several funding streams. In evaluating operational models, we kept in mind the historical 
significance of the building and the fact that it will need restoration in phases. 

Community – The plant is located across the street from the 
eastern edge of homes facing Ellis Avenue and is within sight 
distance of the Old Georgetown City Hall. It has been called the 
mascot of Georgetown and is a highly visible icon of the
neighborhood’s industrial past, present and future. Soon it will be 
a short walk away from the new Mini Mart Art Park, a 
contemporary arts venue conceived and managed by Sutton 
Beres Culles, a renowned creative team of Seattle artists. There is 
an established business and entertainment district with a host of 
popular restaurants nearby.

People of the Georgetown community maintain active 
communications and are experienced in working with 
government officials and industry, especially on topics related to 
vehicle traffic and pollution. They advocate strongly for amenties and safety improvements in their 
neighborhood. Restoration and activation of the plant offers a distinct benefit to the Georgetown 
community and they approve of the plant’s current uses and support more events and increased 
access in the future.  

Identity – With proper stewardship, the plant will offer valuable goodwill and earned
media for its owner/operator, generating a stream of good news stories in education and the arts 
and providing thousands of people the chance to see early technology in person while learning 
about Seattle history from within one of its only National Historic 
Landmarks. 

Impacts – By becoming a new community/arts hub and an 
innovative facility for STEAM learning, the plant can maximize 
its impact across diverse communities, in turn building a strong 
network of support for future operations and restoration projects. 
The plant can play a role in guiding new generations into careers 
in science, technology, engineering, arts, and math and
collaborate with organizations like the National Park Service, 
MOHAI and Museum of Flight. Likely to become one of Seattle’s 
popular heritage tourism destinations, an activated steam plant 
will also contribute economically to the Seattle area economy through related food and 
entertainment expenditures by visitors.

Old Georgetown City Hall, Seattle
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CONSIDERING THE POWERFUL cultural potential of the plant and tempering it against the 
additional investment needed to wholly preserve the building and bring it up to code for more 
access and occupancy, we discussed various models of owning and/or operating a historic building 
which would result in economically sustainable operations long-term. 

Private – We first considered a private owner who could possibly convert part of the building into 
a restaurant, or possibly integrate a new building onto the existing structure. However, our
experience is that museum restaurants, or those situated in other public facilities, do not offer
return on investment. There is also no desire to compete with existing and future restaurants in the
neighborhood or subvert the historical features of the building. 

Private developers finance large projects and need a return on 
their investment. The degree to which the project can generate 
revenue  sets the standard for what uses the building
accommodates. We see no scenario where a private 
developer would  achieve even a modest return after rehabbing 
the building, unless a truly commercial enterprise, like a hotel,  
was allowed to dramatically modify the building and land. 

Another possible downfall is that developer businesses can fail, 
once again leaving the building’s future in question. It is also 
possible that in the quest for increasing revenue,  the mission 
of a private entity will change over time, bending away from the 
original points of agreement regarding stewardship and
operations of the building.   

Public + Non-Profit – Though municipalities can accept tax-deductible donations up to 
$15,000, most cities choose to retain ownership of a historic property in partnership with a 
non-profit, leveraging the strengths of each in preserving and creating an economically sustainable 
cultural asset. 

Partnering with a nonprofit extends the breadth of the
facility's fundraising potential and also limits the financial 
burden among parties. It firmly establishes the building as a 
cultural asset and heritage destination. Models can be found 
in Dallas and New York and even nearby, in the Renton
History Museum. These partnerships involve long term
agreements, ranging from 20 – 70 years. 

In some cases the non-profit raises all the money to build out 
a restored facility and is in charge of raising funds for and 
managing programming, staff and further building 
improvements. In exchange, a city provides capital and
operating support to help meet basic security, 
maintenance,core and shell improvements, administration 

                    and energy costs. The institutions then operate as
         publicly-owned facilities and provide accessible cultural space  
         and programming to diverse audiences.  

The old Steam Plant
photo © 2010 Experience Spokane

Langston Hughes Performing Arts 
Institute, Seattle
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There are numerous examples of public/private partnerships involving the City of Seattle and 
non-profits including Museum of Flight, Nordic Heritage Museum, Bathhouse Theater, 
Langston Hughes Performing Arts Institute,  and Town Hall. 

Public + Private – Not all potential partners are non-profit so we considered for-profit facility and 
venue operators who provide arts, entertainment and educational services. At a local level, 
Teatro Zin Zanni would be one example. There are also organizations like PARC Management LLC 
based out of Florida who partner with others to jointly develop, own and operate facilities. They 
purchased Federal Way’s Wild Waves Theme Park and also run the NASCAR SpeedParks, among many 
other properties nationwide. 

Great job – we’ll be back with friends.
     – Brian and Beverly, Federal Way

What will happen in the building? Who will manage it? How will it be funded? These are the main 
questions for which our committee was formed to offer advice. 

What should happen in the building? The focus will be for the new owner/operator to decide, but it’s 
clear there is enough diversity of interest that either all or some of the current activities can be
supported and expanded to generate operating revenue.

How it will be funded is the more difficult question. We find advantage in partnering with a mission 
drive non-profit which will act in keeping with the requirements of the landmark status and the desired 
programming of the general public and Georgetown community. Non-profits also have access to a
variety of funding sources including grants, individual gifts, sponsorships, memberships, admission 
fees, gift shops, classes, and workshops.  

However, unless it is a well established non-profit capable of managing a capital campaign for a
major infrastructure project, the money from the above sources is not likely to combine in a timely way 
to achieve the significant capital investment currently required in the plant. 
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Operations Recommendations
WITH PRESERVATION OF THE BUILDING being the foremost obligation, our recommendation to 
City Light is that the utility maintain ownership of the building and invest in improving vital 
components of the building and complete all restoration activities pertinent to the core and shell. 
Then, in partnership with either an existing or a new non-profit, establish a long-term lease
agreement with  daily operations including staffing, programming, marketing and general facility 
maintenance transferred to the non-profit to manage and fund. 

Entering into an agreement with a master tenant like this will allow City Light to stipulate the
approved uses which may include interpretation of history, educational programs, historic 
preservation learning, access to the arts and community engagement. 

A commitment from City Light to proceed should lead to discussions with compatible, local 
non-profits followed by disseminating a Request for Qualifications (RFQ), which again could 
mandate approved uses. The RFQ process will help in gaining exposure for the plant’s potential 
and possibly attract numerous possible partners and ideas worth incorporating into
final plans. 

Fantastic piece of history. Great tour guides. Save it!  
           – Kendall, Seattle

Industrial beauty. – George, Auburn

Wonderful tour, keep it for all to see and learn from. 
         – Dale and Tina, Kirkland
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4.) FUNDING AND FINANCE
WE UNDERSTAND CITY LIGHT’S long term goal for the Georgetown Steam Plant is to 
preserve the historic integrity of this nationally significant landmark in a manner that is 
financially self-sustaining and increases public access and use of the facility by diverse 
communities. 

Although funding needs for capital improvements to the plant remain substantial, City Light’s
consistent stewardship has eliminated the need for costlier, emergency repairs which are 
common among historic buildings. The utility’s decision to maintain a degree of engagement with the 
public, allowing them into the plant for the open houses and providing some arts and educational 
programming, not only offers beginning data on which to base future projections but a foundation 
of public support that would not be available had the building been closed and/or mothballed. Many 
examples exist which show a lack of this stewardship increases redevelopment costs exponentially. 

Capital Funds for rehabilitating historic buildings are typically some of the hardest to come by. Grant 
programs are extremely competitive and prescriptive, private partners struggle with a low financial 
return on their investment in comparison to building new, and many owners of historic buildings are 
undercapitalized and ineligible to apply for public funding or accept tax deductible donations.  

These challenges breed partnerships, often public/private, where the strengths of each partner can 
be leveraged for the whole. As a potential partner, City Light’s strengths include having accomplished 
part of the steam plant’s capital improvements through a unique combination of grants, clean up, and 
Capital Improvement Program (CIP) funds as well as a mission which embraces conservation, 
education and science-based information.

As a committee, we recognize the plant’s daily operations must be economically sustainable and
independent of support from City Light. Fortunately, as a cultural asset, the plant has many 
advantages. One of only 24 National Historic Landmarks in Washington State, its designation confers 
enhanced marketability to tourists and regional visitors. With consumer spending on heritage tourism 
rising, the uniqueness and location of the steam plant bode well for its potential to also
contribute economically.  

Building 18, Magnuson Park 
Seattle exterior, Vanity Ballroom, Detroit

interior, Vanity Ballroom, Detroit
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Its location is ideal, situated where built, in the seat of historic Georgetown. It is part of a
constellation of complementary facilities like the Museum of Flight and the future arts-oriented 
Mini Mart City Park, along with dozens of small and locally owned businesses. It is also of note that 
already the Georgetown Steam Plant attracts all ages and repeat visitors, some attending several 
open houses per year. 

The following pro forma operations budget accounts for many potential revenue sources and 
expense estimates. The numbers were extrapolated from actual data where possible or 
calculated in consultation with various committee members. Preliminary assumptions accompany 
the budget. 

  Just wow! – Barling family, Los Angeles

  A visual feast. – Patty, Ellensburg
  
    Third visit, love this place! – K., Redmond

© Otto Greule
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Income Assumptions

1.) Attendance: 

LOW: Plant is open 30 hours a week (Tues – Sat) plus special events (variable). Total regular visitation 
over 1,560 hours x 17 ppl/hour – 26,520 per year

HIGH: Plant is open 30 hours a week (Tues – Sat) plus special events (variable).

Total regular visitation over 1,560 hours x 42 ppl/hour – 65,520 per year

Reflects 5% growth of attendance year over year

2.) Admission: To be determined. Affects private tour and membership data.

3.) Cash donations: With very little solicitation, current donations over approximately 18 months = $.80 per visitor. 
Would expect to at least double this with better solicitation.

4.) Contributed Income: Stats show museum type institutions average 33% of annual revenue from individual/cor-
porate donors. These projections take a conservative approach and build up slowly.

5.) Retail/Gifts: Museum Store Association report 2014 gives averages for different types of museums. Projected for 
the plant = $1.75 per visitor. Retail typically contributes 5 – 15% of a museum’s revenue.

6.) Venue Rentals: a baseline of $7,000 per event was used for projections, based on expertise of area event plan-
ners. Number of events and their fees will increase over time.

7.) Tours for special groups and topics (tech, arts, history) @ $15 per person including admission. After hour tours 
$20 per person. Average group size 20. 
4 per month @$15 = $1,200/month; $14,400 per year. 
2 per month @ $20 = $800/month; $9,600 per year.

8.) Commercial Photography Shoots: $3,000 day rate x 4x/year = $12K 

9.) Memberships: It is projected that memberships will be popular based on the fan base of the steam plant, but 
this comes with expenses. Estimate $30 per membership ($45 for family) with 10% of visitors opting for mem-
bership.

10.)  Commissions: 10% on food and drink from special events; conservative guesstimate.
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11.)  Fundraising Gala and other events: Conservative estimate for one annual event plus several smaller sup-
porting events.

12.)  Sponsorships: Corporate support of specific programs.

13.)  Educational Classroom Rentals: Fees collected as part of other organization’s summer  

       camps, trainings, etc. 

Expense Assumptions

14.)  Beginning employee wages and benefits (projections do not account for wage  

 increases): 

Executive Director  1 FTE  $38.46 x 40 hours $1,538.40 per week 
Program staff  1 FTE  $29.00 x 40 hours $1,160.00 
Development Officer .5 FTE  $31.25 x 20 hours $625.00 
Education Coordinator .5 FTE  $30.00 x 20 hours $600.00

    Sub-total weekly salaries  $3,923.40

       Taxes/Benefits add 25% 

15.)  Administrative costs: Based on two-year averages provided by Renton History Museum.

16.)  Revenue generating expenses: Based on two-year averages provided by Renton History   Museum.

17.)  Facility expenses: Based on formulas provided by Historic Seattle 
Insurance   $1.45 x 20,000 sq. ft. 
Utilities    $1.13  
Grounds Maintenance  $0.08 
Fire Safety   $0.12 
Elevator   $0.19 
Replacement reserve  Committee recommendation 
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Finance Recommendations
IN ADDITION TO ITS EXCELLENT location and potential for a diversity of economically sustainable 
programming, funding of the restoration of the Georgetown Steam Plant is eligible for both New 
Market Tax Credits and Federal Historic Tax Credits. Under ideal conditions, each of these tax credit 
programs can represent a savings of up to 20% of eligible capital expenses. 

Structuring the financing of a project using one or both tax credit programs takes time and outside 
expertise. We recommend deciding as soon as possible on City Light’s plans and schedules for 
further restoration work if the intent is to explore these options which could conceivably trim $1M 
or more from out of pocket costs. 

Near-term Recommendations

• Evaluate remaining restoration costs and seek consultation to determine potential financing
   scenarios involving the use of New Market Tax Credits and/or Federal Historic Tax Credits. 

• Maintain current momentum and standard of public access so that the future master tenant is  
   positioned for successful outcomes as outlined in this report’s financial projections and to keep
   the project eligible for grant funding.

This 1965 photograph shows one of the periodic tests conducted on the 
Georgetown Steam Plant until the 1970's to make sure the 
facility was ready to generate power in case of an emergency. 

Though the plant last supplied energy in the early 1950's, it was 
maintained and staffed by City Light for decades longer, thereby
enabling the utility to purchase federal electricity at far cheaper rates than 
it could otherwise. In some years, this could save rate payers
upwards of a million dollars and its actions simultaneously preserved the 
plant for future generations to learn from. 
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Georgetown Steam Plant Advisory Committee 
Professional Biographies

Charles Beall is superintendent of the Seattle Area National Park Sites, which include the 
Klondike Gold Rush National Historical Park (Seattle unit), the Bainbridge Island Japanese 
American Exclusion Memorial (a unit of Minidoka National Historic Site), the Outdoor
Recreation Information Center at REI’s Seattle flagship store, and the Seattle Trails & Rails 
partnership with Amtrak. He also serves as the National Parks Service liaison with the Wing 
Luke Museum of the Asian Pacific American Experience, an affiliated area of the NPS. He 
holds a master’s degree in environmental management from the University of Maryland, 
University College, and bachelor’s degrees in biological sciences and environmental studies 
from Sacramento State University. He worked 10 years at North Cascades National Park
Complex in various positions, including acting superintendent, chief of interpretation and
education, and interpretive supervisor. He has also worked as an education specialist at
Badlands National Park in South Dakota. He began his career as an interpretive park ranger at 
the National Mall and Memorial Parks in Washington, D.C.

Paula Becker is a writer and historian. She is the author of the book Looking For Betty
MacDonald: The Egg, The Plague, Mrs. Piggle-Wiggle and I (University of Washington Press, 
fall 2016), and co-author (with Alan J. Stein) of the books The Future Remembered: The 1962 
Seattle World’s Fair And Its Legacy (Seattle Center Foundation, 2011) and Alaska-Yukon-Pacific 
Exposition: Washington’s First World’s Fair (History Ink/HistoryLink in association with
University of Washington Press, 2009). More than 300 of Paula’s essays documenting all aspects 
of Washington’s history appear on HistoryLink.org, the online encyclopedia of Washington 
state history, where she is a staff historian.

John Bennett is owner of Bennett Properties in Georgetown and has purchased and restored 
historic buildings for over 25 years. He is active in the West Seattle and Georgetown
neighborhoods as a member of both the Southwest Seattle Historical Society and Friends of 
Georgetown History. He strives to offers properties with unique character while maintaining 
affordability for small businesses and residents.

Lath Carlson is Executive Director of the Living Computer Museum, one of three museums 
under the Vulcan, Inc. umbrella. He leads the museum’s daily operations, programming, 
exhibitions and events and also oversees the development of the museum’s educational and 
public programs, and the expansion of its interactive technology experiences. Prior to joining 
the Living Computer Museum, Carlson was vice president of exhibits and content development 
for The Tech Museum of Innovation, where he transformed the museum into a community 
resource for innovation through facilitated museum experiences. Prior to that, Carlson was a 
senior lecturer at The University of the Arts in Philadelphia where he taught exhibition
materials and technologies in the Museum Exhibition Planning and Design Masters 
Program. Carlson has received multiple award honors and recognition through the 
Noyce Foundation, The Institute of Museum and Library Services, The American Alliance 
of Museums, Association of Science-Technology Centers and The American Institute of 
Architects. 
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Hank Florence’s career with the National Park Service has placed him in three regional
offices (Seattle, Santa Fe, and San Francisco), and two National Parks (San Antonio Missions
National Historic Park and Golden Gate National Recreation Area).  His materials
conservation and resource preservation experience ranges from work on back country log 
structures in the damp climate of the Pacific Northwest to work on adobe and stone resources 
of the arid Southwest.  Most recently, Hank has provided technical assistance to areas served 
by the National Park Service in the Pacific Islands including Hawaii, American Samoa and
Micronesia.  As the program lead for the Cultural Partnership Program for the Pacific West 
Region of the NPS, Hank provided support to the Pacific Northwest Preservation Field 
School, a partnership that includes the University of Oregon, Oregon State University and State 
Parks and State Historic Preservation Offices in Idaho, Washington, and Oregon.  Hank also
represented the National Park Service on the Ebey’s Landing National Historic Reserve Trust 
Board, the governing body that manages the Reserve in partnership with the City of 
Coupeville, Washington, Island County, Washington State Parks and the National Park Service.

Laurie B. Haag is Vice President and Chief Operations Officer of the Museum of Flight and 
manages museum operations within the areas of facilities, sales, aircraft collections and
restoration. She joined the museum in June 2007 and has over 30 years of experience in
project and program management in private, public and nonprofit environments. Prior to
joining The Museum of Flight, Haag served as Deputy Director and Interim Director at the
Museum of Glass in Tacoma, Wash., and Special Assistant to the General Manager at the
Contra Costa Water District in Concord, Calif., managing projects in excess of $100 million. 
She holds a BS degree in Construction Management from the University of Florida and an 
MBA in Business Administration from Santa Clara University.

Lendy Hensley is founder and President of City Catering Company. Now 21 years in business, 
City Catering has been named Seattle's Most Creative Caterer by Seattle Magazine with a
client list including Nordstrom, Microsoft, MOHAI and the Frye Art Museum. Under 
Hensley’s leadership, the overall company sales exceed $10 million and as the exclusive caterer 
for the Frye Art Museum, the company has been an important partner in developing a wider 
base of visitors and event attendees for the museum. Hensley has a BA in Economics from the 
University of Texas at Austin.

Sarah Kavage is an artist and urban planner who creates large-scale place-based projects. She 
has developed installations for the City of Seattle, King County, the City of Redmond, the 
City of Bellevue, the City of Kent, the Olympic Sculpture Park, and others. Industrial Harvest, 
her Chicago-based exploration of food, commodities trading, and the economy was featured 
in the Chicago Reader, Public Art Review, the BBC, and SITAC X in Mexico City. She recently 
served as Co-Artistic Director for Duwamish Revealed, a site-specific exhibition and event series 
along and about the Duwamish River in Seattle in 2015. Duwamish Revealed featured nearly 
100 artists and performers and relied on numerous community partnerships to celebrate the 
river’s landscape and its complex history. She has a Masters’ Degree in Urban Planning from 
the University of Washington, over 15 years of professional urban planning experience, and 
is currently serving as a consulting researcher for ArtPlace America on the topic of public art 
and public health.
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Kji Kelly is Executive Director of Historic Seattle. Prior to accepting his current position, he 
served the organization in a variety of other roles, including asset and property manager, 
director of real estate, and deputy director. Kji’s background and expertise is in construction 
management, specializing in restoring, adaptively re-using, and maintaining historic structures. 
He has worked for the Pennsylvania Capital Preservation Committee; the North Carolina 
Department of Cultural Resources, Historic Sites Division; and the Facilities Management 
Department at Duke University. Kji has a B.A. in American Studies and Political Science from 
Dickinson College, and certificates in both Construction Management and Commercial Real 
Estate from the University of Washington. 

Larry Kreisman is Program Director for Historic Seattle and has initiated a diverse array of
educational programs and events on architecture, design arts, and built heritage. Larry is 
co-author with Glenn Mason of The Arts and Crafts Movement in the Pacific Northwest and 
author of Made To Last: Historic Preservation in Seattle and King County, and numerous other 
books. He is an Honorary Member of AIA Seattle, and received the Washington State Historic 
Preservation Officer’s Award for Outstanding Career Achievement in Historic Preservation. Larry 
has a B.A. from City College of New York; a M.A. in English literature from the University of 
Chicago; and a Master of Architecture degree from the University of Washington. Larry also 
led the consultancy team which created the original marketing report for the plant in 1982.

Jennifer Meisner assumed her position as King County’s Historic Preservation Officer in 2015. 
With over 20 years of experience in historic preservation, Jennifer has worked as a Community 
Development Specialist with the City of Seattle’s Historic Preservation Program focusing on 
the Pioneer Square Preservation District, Executive Director of the Washington Trust for 
Historic Preservation, Principal of Heritage Matters Preservation Consulting, and briefly 
as a Strategic Advisor with Seattle City Light focusing on redevelopment of the Georgetown 
Steam Plant. Jennifer is an Affiliate Assistant Professor of Urban Design and Planning at the 
University of Washington, where she earned a Master of Architecture and Certificate in
Historic Preservation and has taught courses in preservation planning since 1995. Jennifer 
served on 4Culture’s Historic Preservation Advisory Committee (2006-2015) and Board of 
Directors (2009-2015). She is currently an ex-officio member of the 4Culture Board serving as 
liaison to the King County Executive and a member of the Washington State Heritage Capital 
Projects Fund Advisory Committee. Jennifer was honored with the Washington State Historic 
Preservation Officer’s Award for Career Achievement in 2014.

Jennifer Mortensen is the Preservation Services Coordinator at Washington Trust For
Historic Preservation, Washington’s statewide advocacy group for architectural preservation. 
She recently completed an MS in Architecture History/Theory with a certificate in Historic
Preservation from the University of Washington. For her thesis, she researched the
significance of versatility in the preservation of concrete-frame industrial buildings in the
Midwest. She also holds a BA of Theatre Arts in Scenic Design from Brigham Young
University.
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Charlie Rathbun manages the Arts Program for 4Culture where he coordinates the work of 
the Arts Advisory Committee, the Local Arts Agency Network, the Sustained Support Program 
and the Site Specific Program.  He’s worked with both the Seattle Arts Commission and the 
NEA Theater Fellowship program and joined the King County Arts Commission in 1987 to 
help coordinate the Performa '87 Festival of New Works. He moved to Seattle from the east 
coast in 1982 to co-found the New City Theater. In New York City Charlie worked as an artist 
assistant for site specific installations and as an actor and production assistant for several
theater organizations.

Matthew Richter is Cultural Space Liaison with the Seattle Office of Arts and Culture. He 
was the founding director of both the Consolidated Works contemporary arts center and the 
Rm 608 gallery for visual and performing arts. Prior to joining the city, he worked for
Shunpike, where he spent two years building the Storefronts Seattle program. He has served 
as the Performance Editor of The Stranger, and is a nationally published writer. He has created 
a series of Dinner Theater productions at On the Boards and elsewhere, and has lectured 
internationally on the state of the arts.

Elizabeth P. Stewart has been the Director of the Renton History Museum in Renton, WA 
since 2006. She was previously Research Historian for a state-operated African American his-
tory museum, the Banneker-Douglass Museum, in Annapolis, MD for six years. She has a 
B.A. from the University of South Carolina and a Ph.D. in American History from American 
University in Washington, DC. While completing her degrees, Elizabeth worked at McKissick 
Museum in Columbia, SC and the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American 
History.  She chaired 4Culture’s Heritage Advisory Committee from 2011 to 2013, and serves 
as a peer reviewer for AAM’s Museum Assessment Program. She serves as a resource for the 
City of Renton on historic preservation, heritage interpretation, cultural planning, and cultural 
management issues and led the development of a Museum Master Plan for the City of Renton 
2009-2010. She also serves as Vice President of the Washington Museum Association Board. 

David Unger is Director of Curatorial Services for the Museum of History and Industry
(MOHAI). He previously held the position of Director of Interpretation for the American
Textile History Museum in Lowell, MA. He has a B.A in anthropology from the University of 
Chicago and a Ph.D. in History of Science from Harvard University. 
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City of Seattle owned facility comparisons

Bathhouse Theatre was coverted from an old 1927 bathhouse on Green Lake by the City of 
Seattle in 1970. It operated with its director as a Seattle Parks and Recreation employee for two  
years until the city’s arts budget was slashed. The director then leased the space from the city 
and operated the theatre until his company closed in 1999. 

Still owned by the city, the building is now managed and programmed by Seattle Public
Theater which leases it for $500.00/month in exchange for providing free educational
programs. Seattle Parks and Recreation is responsible for core and shell improvements
and maintenance.

Langston Hughes Performing Arts Institute (LHPAI, as renamed in 2001) was constructed as 
a synogogue in 1897 at 13th Avenue and Washington Street in the Central District of Seattle. 
The building was sold to the City of Seattle in 1969 to provide Central Area citizens with a
community center. 

After 45 years as a program of the Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation, the center 
experienced a substantive change in 2013, when its management was transferred to the City of 
Seattle Office of Arts and Culture. The department fostered a community led three-year review 
and engagement process with the vision of transforming Langston Hughes Performing Arts 
Institute into an independent and thriving arts organization.

A new and separate non-profit, LANGSTON, has been established to provide strong
stewardship for this important African American arts and cultural hub in Seattle. The non-profit 
is based out of the LHPAI building, which is still operated by the Seattle Office of Arts & 
Culture. The City of Seattle owns the building and employs key staff to take care of daily 
building operations, rentals, technical support, and maintenance.

Public Utility owned facility comparisons

The Skagit Tours have been a City Light tradition since the 1930’s. These days, there are a
variety of tour choices ranging from 1.5 to 4.5 hours with ticket fees of $30 to $45. Meals and 
boat rides are included in some ticket packages. Tours run from July into September each year. 

City Light is required by its Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license to offer some 
type of tours, but the number, type and participant cost are not specified.

In 2016 4,500 people participated in the Skagit Tours; most visitors are from outside City Light’s 
service area. These visitors are spread over about 400 hours of program/tour time. The visits 
generated $160,000 in annual revenue.

The Tours are managed by City Light and two other partners: the National Park Service (NPS) 
and the North Cascades Institute (NCI). Each of the three partner agencies provide two 
summertime employees for a total staff team of six, all at City Light’s expense. The NCI also 
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manages reservations for the tours. Counting City Light’s payment to the NPS and NCI and its 
own staff costs and boat costs, it expends perhaps $350,000/year on the tours, with
approximately 50% of the costs subsidized by revenue.  

Advertising has a low budget with a few ads, a website, posters, rack cards at various locations, 
and typically an annual bill stuffer. There would be some synergy for cross-promotion between 
the Skagit Tours and a future Georgetown Steam Plant due to the electrical history connection.
The Skagit Tours have been a generator of good will for City Light for over 80 years from Skagit 
Valley merchants, Washington State residents and our own customers.

The Cedar River Watershed Education Center (“Ed Center”) is owned and operated by
Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) operated as a regional education facility created as a gathering 
place to connect people with the source of their water. Its educational programs began with 
the Secondary Use Ordinance of 1992 which prohibited unsupervised public use of the
drinking supply’s watershed and in exchange provides educational programs and recreational 
opportunities outside the watershed. The Ed Center also provides a meeting space for regional 
environmental groups for a reasonable cost. The “mandate” for the Ed Center is merely City 
policy; there is no state or federal requirement for the City to establish the Ed Center.  

By providing opportunities for thousands of visitors to learn about the complex issues
surrounding the region's drinking water, forests and wildlife, the Ed Center had 28,000 visitors 
in 2016 within about 1,200 hours of programming.

Currently there is no outside entity involved in the operation of the Ed Center.
It is run by an in-house staff of about 5.5 FTE employed by the City of Seattle.  The annual
budget is about $700k/year, excluding maintenance. The center generates about $25,000 - 
$30,000 of revenue each year. The majority of the costs related to the center are borne by the 
regions water rate payers, as was the capital cost of construction. 

The center is promoted via e-newsletter (distribution list of 3,500) and has an annual 
advertising budget of $7,000 - $8,000. It cross-promotes with the Rattlesnake Lake recreation 
facility (not a City operation) that is located down the road.

The Ed Center and its associated programs, which include supervised tours in the closed
watershed, are considered the “crown jewel” of Seattle Public Utilities. They are also universally
supported by SPU’s wholesale customers whose schoolchildren get equal access to the
Center’s programs. One lesson learned in developing the Ed Center was from an early effort to 
create an outside entity associated with the Ed Center and the wider watershed. The “Friends 
of the Cedar River Watershed” was such a group but always seemed in search of a mission and 
could not sustain themselves independently from SPU. They have since disbanded.
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PRESERVATION IS GREEN
A note from Washington Trust for Historic Preservation

On its most basic level, the practice of historic preservation is the practice of conserving 
resources. Not only do restoration and redevelopment consume less energy than demolition 
and new construction, but preservation also recovers the worth of past energy investment. 
Demolition and new construction not only consume present-day energy, but negates and 
wastes the past energy investment made in a building.  Preservation is a remarkably effective 
method of sustainability.

Cultural Benefit
Architecture is a direct and substantial representation of history and place. By preserving
historic structures, we are able to share the very spaces and environments in which the
generations before us lived. Historic preservation is the visual and tangible conservation of 
cultural identity.

Architecture is one aspect of our heritage with which we can interact and adapt. Some
buildings have specific historic context and must be meticulously and exactly preserved. Most 
buildings, however, must be lived in, interacted with and maintained by the public. These
buildings change with us, thus recording a piece of each generation’s story. We have an
obligation to respect this community resource and preserve it for future generations. 
Preservation works within the established history and location of cities and towns to build on 
the rich culture already at hand. 

In addition to solidifying a community’s past, preservation can help strengthen a community’s 
future. Historic buildings help create vibrant, cultural areas that draw tourism, art, festivals, and 
other activities which in turn draw investment, revenue, and economic growth. A dynamic
historic neighborhood or district can be the centerpiece of community life: a place to shop, 
invest, create and live. Simultaneously, preservation can be a tool to boost economy and 
quality of life.

Local residents benefit through interpretive components such as learning and recreational 
activities that complement an historic site’s didactic offerings and illustrate a special meaning 
between its past, present and future. The more the community is involved, the more attractive 
and effective an area will become for locals and visitors. 

Economic Benefit
In the past, historic preservation has been considered a luxury practice, but in recent years, 
research of the economic and public benefits have revealed that it is a powerful tool in 
sustaining local economy, creating jobs, and even generating capital. The aesthetic, cultural and 
historical benefits of preservation are well known, but now, communities are realizing that there 
are positive economic effects also. 
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Frank and Lillian Gilbreth - a brief biographical history
Frank and Lillian Gilbreth. (2017, April 26). New World Encyclopedia

Frank Bunker Gilbreth (1868 – 1924) was an American engineer, an early advocate 
of scientific management and a pioneer of time and motion studies. Lillian Evelyn 
Moller Gilbreth (1878 – 1972) was one of the first working female engineers holding a 
Ph.D. The Gilbreths are considered the founders of modern industrial management, 
who sought to improve workers’ productivity while making their work easier. 

Early life of Frank Gilbreth
Frank Gilbreth was born in Fairfield, Maine. His family had lived in New England for 
generations, and his father ran a local hardware business. After the death of his
father in 1871, Frank's mother took her family first to Andover, Massachusetts, and 
then to Boston, in order to provide the best education for her children. Frank 
eventually graduated from English High School in Boston in 1885, and had passed 
an entrance exam to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, but decided not to go 
to college.

Gilbreth started his career as a bricklayer’s apprentice. He 
learned about the job by watching the movements of senior 
workers. It was there that he first tried to find “the one best 
way” to complete a task. He quickly progressed in his job, 
becoming a foreman and eventually a superintendent.

In 1895, Gilbreth started his own contracting compa-
ny. The motto of the company was "Speed Work," with 
the goal to eliminate all waste time and reduce costs. 
As bricks were gradually being replaced by the use of 
concrete, Gilbreth patented numerous innovations that 
helped his company’s business. For example, he
invented a concrete mixer that sped up the process of 
making concrete. His firm was gradually able to significant-
ly reduce the time for finishing its projects, becoming famous 
across the States. Its projects included dams, canals, factory 
buildings, and the entire town of Woodland, Maine. Gilbreth eventual-
ly expanded his business to England. On October 19, 1904, Frank Gilbreth married 
Lillian Moller.

Early life of Lillian Moller
Lillian Evelyn Moller was born in Oakland, California, the oldest of nine children of 
William and Annie Delger Moller. After graduating from high school, she attended 
the University of California, Berkeley, graduating with a B.A. (1900) and M.A. (1902). 
Moller was the first woman in the university's history to give a commencement 
speech at her graduation, in 1900. Her major was in modern languages and
philosophy, and her goal was to teach English.

Moller completed her dissertation to obtain her Ph.D. from the University of 
California but did not receive the degree because she was not able to complete the 
residency requirements. Moller married Frank Gilbreth in 1904. The couple had 12 
children.
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The Gilbreths
The Gilbreths applied their management techniques in running their large house-
hold. They created a Family Council, with a purchasing committee, a budget
secretary, and a utility committee. Two of their children later wrote humorous
accounts of their family life, Cheaper by the Dozen and Belles on Their Toes.

Under Lillian’s persuasion, Frank Gilbreth changed his career from construction to 
management. In 1908, Frank published his first book, Field System.

After their marriage, Lillian Gilbreth had to handle several major responsibilities—her 
studies, her family, and their family business. She worked as a systems manager in 
her husband's consulting business and had helped her husband in his projects. In 
1910, the Gilbreths moved to Providence, Rhode Island, and Lillian Gilbreth decided 
to enter Brown University to complete her doctoral studies in psychology. She earned 
her Ph.D. in 1915, her dissertation entitled, The Psychology of Management. It was 
the first degree granted in industrial psychology.

The Gilbreths started to apply their expertise—Lillian in 
psychology, and Frank in the expedience of motion—to find 
the link between psychology and management. The couple 
wrote numerous books and articles. In 1913, the Gilbreths 
started the Summer School of Scientific Management, 
where they taught their method. The school was attended 
by academic and industry professionals from around the 
world.

In 1914, Frank Gilbreth went to Germany to visit industrial 
plants and establish new laboratories. He also spent time 
in teaching and consulting. At the beginning of World War 
I, as the wounded soldiers started to arrive in the hos-
pitals, Gilbreth helped improve surgical procedures and 
introduced motion-picture photography for the education 

of surgeons. He eventually became an expert in rehabilitation of the injured. When 
the United States entered the war, Gilbreth enlisted and joined the Engineers Offi-
cers Reserve Corps. However, he developed heart problems and his family moved to 
Nantucket, Massachusetts, to facilitate his recovery. On Gilbreth’s proposal, the first 
international management congress in history was held in Prague, in 1924. Frank 
Gilbreth died suddenly of heart failure on June 14, 1924, at age 55, in Montclair, 
New Jersey.

Later life of Lillian Gilbreth
After her husband’s death, Lillian Gilbreth moved her family to California, and con-
tinued their family business. Numerous famous firms, such as Macy’s, Johnson & 
Johnson, Sears, and Dennison Co. hired her consulting company to train their em-
ployees. She also started a new school called Gilbreth Research Associates but closed 
it several years later.

She received 22 honorary degrees from schools such as Princeton University, Brown 
University, and the University of Michigan. She served as visiting professor at 
Stanford, Harvard, Yale, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In 1935, she 
joined the Purdue University faculty as a professor of management, becoming the 
first woman professor in the engineering school.
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During World War II, she worked as a consultant at the Arma Plant in Brooklyn, New 
York, which handled Navy contracts. In 1948, she started teaching at the Newark 
College of Engineering in New Jersey. She also taught in Formosa from 1953 to 1954, 
and at the University of Wisconsin in 1955.

She received the Hoover Medal from the American Society of Civil Engineers in 1966, 
and was awarded the Gantt Gold Medal from the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers and the American Management Association. She was a Fellow of the
American Psychological Association. Lillian Gilbreth died in Phoenix, Arizona, on
January 2, 1972.

Work
The Gilbreths were pioneers in the field of industrial engineering. Frank Gilbreth
discovered his vocation when, as a young building contractor, he sought ways to 
make bricklaying faster and easier. This grew into collaboration with his eventual 
spouse, Lillian Moller, who studied the work habits of manufacturing and clerical
employees in all sorts of industries to find ways to increase output and make their 
jobs easier. He and Lillian founded a management consulting firm, Gilbreth, Inc., 
focusing on such endeavors. Their Summer School of Scientific Management trained 
professionals to implement new ideas about management.

They were concerned with the mental and physical health of the workers. Through 
analyzing complex machinery they invented new tools and methods to simplify their 
use. Their work led to a better understanding of the importance of the well-being of 
the individual in a business setting.

The Gilbreths were able to reduce all motions of the hand into some combination of 
17 basic motions. These included grasp, transport loaded, and hold. Frank Gilbreth 
named the motions therbligs, "Gilbreth" spelled backwards with the th transposed. 
He used a motion picture camera that was calibrated in fractions of minutes to time 
the smallest of motions of the workers.

Work with physically challenged
During World War I, Frank Gilbreth worked to improve treatment of injured soldiers. 
He first observed the motions of the injured soldiers, and then taught them new 
methods to manage their daily activities.

Frank Gilbreth also helped improve surgical procedures in hospitals. He was the first 
to propose that a surgical nurse serve as "caddy" (Gilbreth's term) to a surgeon, by 
handing surgical instruments to the surgeon as called for. Gilbreth also devised the 
standard techniques used by armies around the world to teach recruits how to rapid-
ly disassemble and reassemble their weapons even when blindfolded or in total dark-
ness. 

Pioneer in ergonomics
After the death of her husband, Lillian Gilbreth turned her attention toward
household work and increasing the efficiency of kitchen appliances. Working for
General Electric, she interviewed over 4,000 women and collected data on simple 
household chores, such as collecting garbage or washing dishes. She then used the 
data to design the proper height for sinks, stoves, and other kitchen appliances. 
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She patented numerous appliances that made work in the kitchen easier. In her two 
works, The Homemaker and Her Job (1927) and Living with Our Children (1928), she 
wrote that home needs to be happy place to live, where everyone would achieve
fulfillment. Since wives and mothers needed to be effective managers of their homes, 
Gilbreth tried to find optimal combinations of items in a typical home to make their 
lives easier.

The Gilbreths were, above all, scientists who sought 
to teach managers that all aspects of the workplace 
should be constantly questioned, and improvements 
constantly adopted. Their emphasis on the "one best 
way" and the therbligs predates the development of 
continuous quality improvement (CQI) (George 1968: 
98), and the late twentieth century understanding that 
repeated motions can lead to workers experiencing re-
petitive motion injuries.

Lillian Gilbreth is considered "The First Lady of En-
gineering" and was the first woman elected into the 
National Academy of Engineering. She was among the 
first theorists of industrial management to emphasize 
the importance of psychological variables in
management.

In 1984, the United States Postal Service issued a 
postage stamp in her honor. She and husband Frank have a permanent exhibit in 
The Smithsonian National Museum of American History and her portrait hangs in the 
National Portrait Gallery.

Frank and Lillian Gilbreth often used their large family as a sort of an experiment. 
Their family exploits are lovingly detailed in the 1948 book, Cheaper by the Dozen, 
written by son Frank Jr. and daughter Ernestine. The book inspired two films of the 
same name.
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